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Summary 

 
The role of faults and fractures in oil and gas 
exploration is invaluable. Identifying the geometric 
structural information of an area is the most 
important objective in hydrocarbon exploration. 
Faults and fractures are the major components of 
structural information and mapping these faults and 
fractures gives valuable information about fluid and 
their flow inside the reservoir. Seismic attributes 
often provide a quick way to visualize the trends of 
faults and fractures which are not visible in seismic 
amplitude. The objective of this study is to delineate 
faults and fractures in the study area though multi-
attribute analysis. Application of these attributes with 
proper conditioning of seismic data can provide 
crucial and valuable information about faults and 
fractures. 
 
The data used in the present study is conditioned by 
applying different filters. This forms the key step in 
improving the seismic data quality and reducing 
uncertain noise. Dip Steered Median Filter (DSMF) 
and Fault Enhancement Filter (FEF) techniques are 
applied on the given seismic data to remove the noise 
and to delineate the faults with more confidence.  As 
a result, the continuity of events are enhanced 
considerably. Geometric attributes from the seismic 
data are derived to delineate the fault and fracture 
geometry. It was observed that the faults and 
fractures in the central part of the study area are 
associated with main fault and are delineated clearly 
by geometric attributes. The polar dip and the most 
negative curvature attributes have clearly indicated 
the geometry of the faults and the fractures. An 
integrated analysis of all the attributes has clearly 
depicted the existence of faults and fractures in the 

central part of the area and their association with 
main fault.  
 

Introduction 

 
Mapping faults for subsurface structural modeling is 
the ultimate objective of most of the routine seismic 
interpretation workflows.  Faults and natural fractures 
can have significant effect on the  permeability  of  
reservoirs  and  it  can  have  impact  on productivity  
and  efficiency  (Chopra and  Marfurt,  2007). Faults 
and fractures are the most important structural 
components in all the petroleum fields, because 
fracturing can turn any brittle rock into a good 
reservoir. They have significant effect on the 
permeability of reservoirs and it has impact on 
productivity. Fractures occur at many scales but most 
of them are below the seismic resolution and thus are 
not easily visible in a standard seismic display 
(Singhal et al. 2010). Though  the  presence  of  
fractures  comes  below the  seismic  resolution,  they  
can  be brought  out using   various   attributes.   
Seismic attributes based on discontinuity    provide 
useful tools to characterize  faults  and  fractures  
(Hakami  et  al.,  2004; Chopra  and  Marfurt,  2007; 
Basir  et  al.,  2013). 
 
The most important attributes that can be used to 
extract faults and fractures information from seismic 
data are dip and curvature. The signal to noise ratio 
of the seismic data are inversely proportional to the 
accuracy and quality of these seismic attributes. This 
warrants conditioning of data so that the visibility of 
faults and fractures can be enhanced (Basir et al. 
2013). The conditioned data further can be processed 
to enhance the discontinuity of features and thus the 
attributes of these processed data will give better 
extractions of fault and fracture geometry.  
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This paper deals with the analysis of geometric 
attributes such as curvature, similarity and dip to 
delineate faults and fractures. 

Methodology: 

Workflow adapted in this study is shown in Figure 1. 
The Opend Tect software was used for analysis of the 
data. 
 

• Data loading 

• Data conditioning and QC 

• Tracking prominent horizons 

• Time analysis 

• Attribute analysis  

• Conclusion 
 

General workflow  

 

 
 

Figure 1 Workflow for data conditioning and 
preparing fault enhancement seismic with attributes 
 

Data Conditioning 

 

The input data for this study is 3D pre stack time 
migrated data (PSTM) volume, located near 
Ahmedabad block of Cambay Basin. The objective of 
the project is to detect faults and fractures in the pay 
zone section. Limited wells have been drilled in this 
area on the up-dip direction. The data used is pre 
stack time migrated (PSTM) seismic data with good 
seismic quality. But it is found to be contaminated by 
both random and coherent noise. Noise can distort the 
image and hence potentially pose threat for both 
subsurface feature delineation and geological 
interpretation. Visualization of minor faults and 

fractures in the given data was also not clear because 
of the noise presence. Hence to increase the visibility 
of geological features i.e. faults, fractures etc. 
conditioning of the data has been carried out to allow 
better interpretation of the data by maximizing its 
quality and utilization. Data conditioning enhances 
and preserves the signals; it reduces the random and 
coherent noise and increases the continuity and 
visibility of faults and fractures. Filtering of the data 
has been processed in recursive steps primarily by a 
dip steered median filter and consequently following 
an iteration using the fault enhancement filter. 
 

Figure 2 (a & b) Comparison of Different data sets on 
inline 1500    

In data conditioning DSMF is run on data with two 
sets of different parameters say data set 1 and data set 
2. Figures 2 indicates comparison of PSTM data (Fig: 
2a), DSMF data (Fig: 2b). In which DSMF data set 2 
with Time gate (-2, 2) (taking sampling interval of 2 
ms above and below the trace) Stepout (3, 3) ( taking 
median of 3 samples)  gives best results because most 
of the random noise has been suppressed and lateral 

PSTM                                    (a) PSTM data  on 
inline 1500                                   inline 1500 

 

(b) DSMF with timegate22, stepout 33 at inline 1500 
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continuity of the events has improved to a greater 
extent. Hence DSMF data with Time gate (-2, 2) 
Stepout (3, 3) was used for further studies. After 
completing DSMF data cube preparation, FEF data 
cube is prepared. The fault enhancement filter is a 
combination of dip-steered median filter and 
diffusion filter, modifying the seismic volume to 
enhance fault visibility. Based on similarity, the data 
is smoothed away from the faults and sharpened at 
the fault location. Following figures shows small 
section of inline 1850 with PSTM data (Fig: 3a), 
DSMF data with Time gate (-2, 2) Step out (3, 3) 
(Fig: 3b) and FEF data (Fig: 3 c).  
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Figure 3: Comparison of PSTM, DSMF and FEF on 
inline 1850. (a) PSTM data (b) DSMF data with 
Time gate (-2, 2) Step out (3, 3) (c) FEF data 
 

Horizon Tracking 

 
Well to seismic tie has been carried out and five 
horizons are identified for correlation in the entire 
volume shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
 
Figure 4 Inline 1333 with Tracked horizons 

 

Seismic attribute  
 
Fault  systems  in  3D  are  studied  by  using  several  
seismic  attributes  such  as  amplitude,  dip  of 
maximum similarity, minimum curvature, maximum 
curvature, most negative curvature and most positive  
curvature. Among various attributes similarity, 
variance, dip attributes, most positive curvature, most 
negative   curvature   are   proved   to   be   successful   
for detection of faults and fractures (Chopra and 
Marfurt2007) 
 

Dip attributes 

 
Dip is a directional attribute which measures the 
shape of the   reflector.   Dip   attributes   can   extract   
faults   and fractures    networks    less    than    the    
seismic resolved wavelength (Santosh. et al, .2013). 
Different Dip attributes are applied on all the 
horizons using PSTM, DSMF and FEF Data. In 
which polar dip using DSMF data gives the best 
results about main fault and minor faults. It converts 
extracted inline and crossline dips to true (geological) 
dip. The polar dip is the square root of the sum of 
inline dip and crossline dip. Dips are given in 
μseconds / meters in time surveys (millimeters/meters 
in depth survey), since they are a ratio between a 
vertical length and a horizontal distance. The dip 
angle attribute may be used to convert the polar dip 
output into degrees Polar dip on horizon1 using 
DSMF data gives proper information about Main 
fault (Fig:5 a), Polar Dip on horizon1 and Z-slice at 
700ms showing that main fault is also present on the 
Z-slice, two black arrows on figure (5 b) are showing 
that there may be a big fault. Chair display using 
polar dip on horizon1, time slice and cross line shows 
bending of the main fault (Fig 5 c, d). For horizon 5 
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both Apparent Dip 135° and polar dip gave good 
results about highly fractured zone which may be the 
result of shear movement of the main fault (Fig 6 d & 
e). 

  
 

(a) Time slice at 700ms  with Polar Dip  

 

 
 

(b) Polar dip and z slice at 700 ms   
with Xline 1580 
 

 
 
Figure 5: (a) Polar Dip using DSMF data on 
Horizon1 (b) Time slice at 700ms with Polar Dip on 

horizon1 (c) Chair display using polar dip on 
horizon1, time slice at 700ms and cross line at 1500  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Inline Dip 

 
Figure 6:  Dip attribute on horizon5 (a) Inline Dip (b)  

Cross line Dip (c) Apparent Dip 45˚(d) Apparent Dip 

135˚ (e) Polar Dip,  indicating faults and fractures.  
 
Curvature Attributes 

 
Curvature attributes provide important information 
above and beyond that derived from more commonly 
used seismic attributes. Geologic structures often 
exhibit curvature representing flexures, folds, faults 
kinks, fracture etc. (Santosh et al,.2013) There are 
many curvature measures that can be computed, but 
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the most-positive and most-negative curvature 
measures are the most useful in that they tend to be 
most easily related to geologic structures. (Satinder 
Chopra* and Kurt J. Marfurt, 2007). The curvature 
attributes like maximum curvature , strike curvature 
,mean curvature, most positive and most negative  
were applied on both the horizons 1& 5 by using 
PSTM, DSMF and FEF data to understand the fault 
pattern and their geometry.  

The most negative curvature using DSMF data 
(Figures 7) gives best result for fault fracture analysis 
compared to the other geometric attributes which has 
been used. Main fault as well as minor faults were 
enhanced using most negative curvature on both 
horizons1&5. Some of these results are shown below 
(Figures 7, 8 & 9). The surface displayed is close 
1200 msec. Notice that the red peaks (Figures 9) on 
the fault lineaments (running almost west-east) 
correlate with the upthrow signature on seismic.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 7: Most negative on horizon1 curvature using 
DSMF data. The down thrown is clearly seen block 

 

 
 

(a)                                  (a.1) 

 

 

 
Figure 8: Different curvature attributes on horizon5 
(a & a.1) Maximum curvature (b) Strike curvature(C) 
Mean curvature (d) Most Positive (e) Most Negative 
curvature. These attributes display more sharp and 
fine details that helps in small fault interpretation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Chair display of random line perpendicular 
to the faults with most negative curvature on Horizon 
5 as well as on Z-slice at 1200msec. Notice the higher 

resolution and the crisp display of the different faults seen 

on the strat-slice of the fault lineaments (running 
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almost west-east) correlate with the upthrow 
signature on seismic. 
 
Conclusion 

 

Data enhancement through DSMF (Dip Steered 
Median Filter) and FEF (Fault Enhancement Filter) 
has meticulously improved the data quality and made 
the data compatible for carrying out the Attribute 
analyses. Time structural maps of different horizons 
have brought out highs and lows in the area clearly. 
Saddle in the northern part of the study area and 
nosal in the central part of the study area could be 
mapped. Fault Enhancement Filter has meticulously 
improved the data quality and made the data 
compatible for carrying out the seismic attribute 
analysis when compared to Dip Steer Median Filter 
data. Various curvature attributes were applied on 
both the horizons 1&5 by using PSTM, DSMF and 
FEF data.  
 
Application of the most negative curvature attribute 
does reveal a dense network of fractures. Apart from 
the main faults, finer detail is also provided by the 
most positive curvature in areas where similarity and 
polar dip attributes are rather featureless. From which 
it can be concluded that most negative curvature 
seismic attributes have successfully enhanced the 
presence of faults and fractures in the formation as 
compared to the other seismic attributes.  
 
Different dip attributes were applied on all the 
horizons using PSTM, DSMF and FEF data. In where 
polar dip using DSMF data gives best results about 
main fault and minor faults. The fault and fracture 
systems are mapped and general trend of the 
structural elements are observed to be in SE-NW 
direction. The lineament faults can be clearly seen in 
the dip attributes whereas the fractures along with the 
faults can be seen in the curvature attribute. Further 
studies are required to estimate the fracture density. 
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